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Abstract—Terrain observation by progressive scan (TOPS)
antenna beam steering is utilized for European Space Agency’s
(ESA’s) Sentinel-1 synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensor for the
interferometric wide swath (IW) and extra wide swath (EW)
modes. As a consequence of the azimuth steering, the resulting
signal characteristics have to be accounted for in SAR interfero-
metric (InSAR) processing. This paper assesses the performance
of speckle tracking and spectral diversity (SD) [also referred to
as split spectrum or multi-aperture interferometry (MAI)] when
applied to TOPS data acquired over nonstationary scenarios,
such as glaciers. The characteristics of the TOPS signal, espe-
cially the azimuth-variant Doppler centroid, are discussed with
particular consideration of along-track surface motion between
the interferometric acquisitions. The TOPS specific coregistration
requirements are formulated, followed by an analysis of the theo-
retical estimation accuracy as a function of the estimation window
size. A refined adaptive coregistration approach based on SD is
suggested. Experimental TerraSAR-X TOPS data acquired over
the Lambert glacier, Antarctica, are used to validate the proposed
speckle tracking and SD methodologies.
Index Terms—Burst-mode acquisitions, coregistration,
Sentinel-1l, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), terrain observation
by progressive scan (TOPS), TerraSAR-X, wide-swath SAR
modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N THE LAST two decades, synthetic aperture radar (SAR)interferometry has matured to become a powerful tool for
assessing small changes on sub-wavelength scale over large
areas of Earth’s surface. Differential evaluations of the interfer-
ometric phase nowadays enable a unique range of applications
including the measurement of subsidence due to ground water
extraction or prospection, seismic displacements or glacier
velocity measurements [1]. Prominent examples include the
mapping of glacier flow of complete Antarctica [2] or the Bam
earthquake [3].
The launch of European Space Agency’s (ESA’s) Sentinel-1A
on April 3, 2014 entails the, to-date, unique opportunity to carry
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out routine, interferometric SAR-based observations of large
areas. Terrain observation by progressive scan (TOPS) antenna
beam steering is utilized for the interferometric wide swath
(IW) and extra wide swath (EW) modes to provide large swath
width of 250 km at 5 m × 20 m and 400 km at 20 m × 40 m
resolution, respectively [4]. The TOPS mode is designed to
provide enhanced imaging performance in terms of SNR and
azimuth ambiguity levels when compared with the conventional
ScanSAR mode [5]. The suitability of TOPS data for interfer-
ometry was first demonstrated with experimental TOPS data
acquired by TerraSAR-X for measuring subsidence in Mexico
city. In this context, solutions for the critical coregistration step
were developed for the first time [6]. This scenario consid-
ers vertical motion only, which is typical of subsidence and
inflation and which will be referred to as stationary in the fol-
lowing. However, the more general case should additionally
consider the horizontal surface motion, the along-track compo-
nent being the critical one in TOPS acquisitions. We will refer
to this case as nonstationary scenario. Typical examples include
glacier flow and horizontal displacements caused by seismic
events.
The most widely used offset tracking technique for interfero-
metric SAR image pairs is based on cross correlation applied
to detected data, as described in detail for example in [7].
The combination of offset tracking and line-of-sight displace-
ments derived from differential interferometry is discussed in
[8]. While these references relate to glacier flow mapping, the
seismic community often employs the multi-aperture interfer-
ometry (MAI) approach, which is claimed to provide more
precise estimates of the along-track displacement than the non-
coherent cross correlation of detected images [9], [10]. At
this point, we note that MAI essentially corresponds to the
previously developed spectral diversity (SD) or split-spectrum
technique applied to the azimuth direction for precise estima-
tion of mutual shifts [11], [12]. Despite different nomenclature,
both approaches are based upon the generation of two looks in
the Doppler spectrum and their associated interferograms. The
differential phase is then directly related to the mis-registration.
In this paper, we will therefore refer to the approach as SD,
in agreement with its first application to image coregistra-
tion in the azimuth direction in [11] and with the techniques
proposed for coregistration of TOPS data acquired over station-
ary scenes [6]. Based on SD and combined with differential
interferometric SAR (D-InSAR) measurements in line-of-sight,
three-dimensional (3-D) displacements were mapped, e.g., for
the Bam earthquake and Kilauea volcano [3], [13].
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Most of the reported investigations to-date have used
stripmap SAR data. Even in a recent publication discussing
the Sentinel-1 performance for seismic applications, the TOPS
signal characteristics were disregarded and the analysis of the
attainable performance was restricted to assessing the impact of
the azimuth and range resolutions on the measurement accuracy
of surface displacements [14]. The contribution of this paper
is the in-depth analysis of relevant TOPS signal characteristics
and a proposed processing methodology for making TOPS data
usable for mapping nonstationary scenarios.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the
TOPS azimuth signal characteristics and the resulting ambi-
tious image coregistration requirements. It also summarizes the
theoretical accuracy constraints of commonly used coregistra-
tion techniques, such as cross correlation and SD. Section III
then discusses the implications for nonstationary scenarios with
azimuth motion within the scene. For a stringent and a relaxed
coregistration accuracy scenario, the size of the estimation win-
dow is evaluated. This is followed by the derivation of DEM
accuracy requirements that ensure the unbiased estimation of
motion-induced offsets. An adaptive azimuth common band fil-
ter is suggested to compensate for spectral decorrelation due to
antenna beam steering and large azimuth surface displacement.
Section IV discusses speckle tracking results for the Lambert
glacier mapped by TerraSAR-X using the experimental TOPS
acquisition mode. Section V presents a TOPS-adapted approach
using SD for deriving improved motion estimates and a more
reliable interferometric phase retrieval for D-InSAR applica-
tions, again with examples from the TerraSAR-X Lambert
Glacier data. A discussion on the reinterpretation of the mea-
sured D-InSAR phases is included before the summary section
of the paper.
II. REQUIREMENTS REVIEW AND THEORETICAL
ACCURACIES
A. TOPS Azimuth Signal Characteristics
The special TOPS azimuth signal properties are a conse-
quence of steering the azimuth antenna beam from aft to fore
during burst acquisition. The Doppler spectrum of the signal as
a function of the azimuth position within the burst is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The first sketch relates to the raw data burst of a four
subswath TOPS timeline, similar to the TerraSAR-X data used
in this work. Its duration is about one quarter of the total burst
length, the rest being used for illuminating the other three sub-
swaths. Different targets along the burst are illuminated with a
different instantaneous Doppler centroid fDC , which is distinct
from the overall mean Doppler centroid fDC , that is usually
annotated in the image product as a polynomial function of slant
range. However, in this work, fDC = 0 is assumed for simplic-
ity, being also a reasonable approximation due to the total zero
Doppler steering of TerraSAR-X [15]. Since focused, single-
look complex (SLC) TOPS data are the input for all further
interferometric signal analysis, it is more helpful to illustrate
the azimuth dependent Doppler centroid in the time–frequency
diagram of the burst image (see Fig. 1). It is given by
fDC (ta) =
krot · ka
ka − krot · ta = kT · ta (1)
Fig. 1. Doppler spectrum of one burst of TOPS data: time–frequency diagram
of raw data (top) and of image SLC data (bottom).
where ta = (x− xmid)/vg is the relative time within the burst,
xmid is the mid-azimuth burst position, and vg is the ground
velocity. The Doppler rate ka is determined by the relative
motion between sensor and target, whereas the rotation rate krot
is a function of the antenna beam steering in azimuth [5], [6]
ka =
−2v2eﬀ
λr
, krot =
2v2eﬀ
λrrot
=
2vs
λ
kψ (2)
where v2eﬀ = vgvs, with vs denoting the satellite velocity, rrot
the rotation range to the virtual rotation center of the acquisition
(with negative sign as located behind the sensor), and kψ the
angular rotation rate of the beam. The azimuth variant Doppler
centroid has several consequences for InSAR processing. While
interferometric coregistration is discussed in Section II-B, we
take this opportunity to point to the more general need for the
so-called deramping operation of the Doppler spectrum. Any
interpolation, upsampling or bandpass-filtering of the data in
the azimuth direction requires base-banded data, unless spa-
tially variant interpolation kernels are used. While the azimuth
image sampling rate is only slightly higher than the target band-
width Ba, the total excursion of Doppler frequencies will be
many times larger (see Fig. 1). Deramping by the azimuth vari-
ant Doppler centroid of (1) prior to any of the aforementioned
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steps is therefore crucial. It corresponds to a quadratic phase
function multiply along each burst. Reramping the Doppler
spectrum after the corresponding operation is equally important
to ensure phase preservation. For the particular case of interpo-
lations (e.g., for interferometric coregistration), the deramping
function needs to be interpolated in the same way as the
resampling of the slave data, before it’s conjugate is reapplied.
Although not widely used, similar operations are also required
for ScanSAR interferometry [16].
B. Review of TOPS Coregistration Requirements
Having summarized the Doppler dependency of targets along
azimuth, it is important in the context of SAR interferome-
try to review the phase properties within the impulse response
function (IRF). For non-zero Doppler centroids, a linear phase
ramp—proportional to the Doppler offset—is present within
the mainlobe of each target’s IRF. For interferometric inves-
tigations in the presence of mis-registration, this may lead to
local phase offsets [11]. In the case of TOPS mode InSAR pairs,
due to the Doppler centroid variation, a constant azimuth mis-
registration Δt leads to a linear phase ramp along each burst
interferogram
φbias(ta) = 2πfDC(ta)Δt = 2πkT taΔt. (3)
The amount of linear phase excursion has been analyzed
in detail in [6] and the methods to estimate accurately the
constant azimuth coregistration offset between interferometric
acquisitions have been developed and successfully tested with
experimental TOPS data of TerraSAR-X. In particular, it was
shown that the stringent coregistration requirement of better
than 0.001 resolution cells can be achieved with estimates from
the data, which limits the phase discontinuities at burst edges
to less than 3◦. This is considered equivalent to the refine-
ment of the along-track orbital position knowledge to 1–2 cm,
improving the relative accuracy in state-of-the-art orbit deter-
mination between master and slave [17]. The analysis in [6],
however, was focused on stationary scenes that are not affected
by spatially variant displacements in the along-track direction.
C. Theoretical Coregistration Estimation Accuracy
Independent of the TOPS signal characteristics discussed
above, the performance of coregistration estimation accuracy
is derived in [12] from a theoretical viewpoint. The Cramér-
Rao (CR) bound in the estimation of the coregistration error is
given by
σCR =
√
3
2N
·
√
1− γ2
πγ
(4)
in units of resolution cells, where N is the number of inde-
pendent samples averaged, which must take into account the
oversampling and the weighting window in both dimensions,
and γ is the interferometric coherence. As was shown in [12],
coherent cross correlation and coregistration by means of SD
[11] can both achieve this bound, if properly implemented and
parameterized. Here, we first analyze the achievable accuracy in
estimating the mis-registration using ICC, i.e., on the basis of
properly upsampled and detected amplitude signals as derived
in [18]1
σICC =
√
3
10N
·
√
2 + 5γ2 − 7γ4
πγ2
. (5)
Following [12], the attainable coregistration accuracy using the
SD method is given in terms of standard deviation of resolution
cells
σSD =
√
2σlook
2π
· Ba
Δf
(6)
where Ba is the azimuth bandwidth of a single target, and σlook
is the standard deviation of the interferometric phase of one of
the looks
σlook =
√
Ba
b
· σint = 1√
2N
·
√
Ba
b
·
√
1− γ2
γ
. (7)
σint is the phase standard deviation of the full-resolution
interferogram, b is the look bandwidth, and γ is the interfero-
metric coherence. As indicated in [12], when b = Ba/3,Δf =
Ba − b, the SD solution approaches the CR bound given by (4)
for large values of N .
For a stationary scene, the azimuth coregistration perfor-
mance for experimental TerraSAR-X TOPS interferometric
pairs was analyzed in [6]. It was shown that considering all
samples within the burst, the stringent requirement of 0.00065
image samples can be achieved using the SD approach applied
to the target bandwidth Ba. Furthermore, an extended SD
(ESD) approach was suggested for the burst overlap regions
to allow a more sensitive measurement on the basis of fewer
samples.
III. NONSTATIONARY COREGISTRATION ESTIMATES
Based on the theoretical discussion of Section II, the accu-
racy limits are evaluated for a given estimation window size for
the ICC according to (5) and for the SD according to (6). They
are shown in Fig. 2 along with the burst edge requirement of
a maximum 3◦ phase discontinuity. The plots assume that the
estimation window is square when converted into meters and
projected onto ground
N = NazNrg = RsampN
2
az. (8)
Since the ratio of single-look azimuth and ground range reso-
lutions Rsamp for TerraSAR-X TOPS data is approximately six
(for Sentinel-1 four), more samples by the same factor are used
in range than in azimuth. For SD, the required performance is
achieved by using a square estimation window region, which
corresponds to more than 150× 600 full-resolution, indepen-
dent azimuth× range samples for a coherence larger than 0.8.
1Coherent cross correlation, working with complex-valued data, will not be
applicable easily in the presence of a nonstationary scene exhibiting fringes as
a result of surface movement.
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Fig. 2. Coregistration accuracy for different estimation window sizes
(Rsamp = 4). The performance is shown for ICC (top) and for the SD with
spectral separation of 2/3 of the azimuth bandwidth (bottom).
It is assumed that the true azimuth registration error is con-
stant within this window. ICC is significantly worse than SD,
in particular for lower coherence values. In either case, the
requirement is relaxed with increasing azimuth distance from
the burst edge [0.002 samples at one quarter (1/4) burst length
offset from center, 0.004 samples at 1/8th burst length offset].
For the center of the burst, there is no specific coregistra-
tion requirement regarding phase artifacts. However, the usual
0.1 samples accuracy requirement applies to ensure unbiased
coherence.
These evaluations show that the SD method is superior to
ICC. This is confirmed by experimental results published in
recent years [3], [10], [13], [14]. In order to ensure optimal
coregistration performance for nonstationary scenes, the size
of the estimation window needs to be adapted as a function of
coherence and azimuth position within the burst. This is evalu-
ated for the CR bound, as is appropriate for the SD method, and
shown in the following two requirement scenarios.
A. Stringent Requirement Case
The stringent requirement corresponds to the one introduced
for stationary scenes above, i.e., the systematic phase bias due
to mis-registration shall be limited to ±1.5◦, independent of
azimuth position within the burst and for all coherence values.
As stated above, this is equivalent to a burst edge coregistration
requirement of 0.00065 azimuth samples in the TerraSAR-X
case. The required estimation window size strongly depends on
the coherence and larger estimation windows are required at
Fig. 3. Required estimation window azimuth size Naz for the stringent
coregistration requirement case for TerraSAR-X TOPS data (Rsamp = 6).
the burst edges. The number of independent samples (resolution
cells) can be inferred from (4) and (1)
N =
3(1− γ2)
2π2γ2σ2CR
=
6(1− γ2)f2DC (ta)
γ2φ2bias,max
dt2 (9)
where σCR in this case corresponds to the required pixel coreg-
istration accuracy Δt = σSDdt, dt = dx/vg is the azimuth
image sampling, and φbias,max is the maximum tolerated inter-
ferometric phase bias. A quantitative evaluation in terms of
Naz =
√
N/Rsamp is shown in Fig. 3 for the TerraSAR-X
case with Rsamp = 6 and φbias,max = 1.5◦. The results show
that limiting the phase bias below a certain threshold has two
consequences: 1) the window size needs to be adaptive with
coherence and 2) an increasingly large estimation window is
required toward the burst edge. Note that the TOPS azimuth
burst size in the case of TerraSAR-X is only about 800 samples
(≈9 km). Therefore, complying with this stringent requirement
only seems sensible if the variations in the along-track surface
displacements have spatial scales of several kilometers.
B. Relaxed Requirement Case
For small-scale spatial variations, which often occur as a
result of seismic events or at the edges of moving glaciers and
ice streams, considering relaxed requirements might be more
appropriate. Indeed, one can argue that the stringent require-
ment on the phase bias induced by the limited coregistration
accuracy can be relaxed to the order of magnitude of the
interferometric phase standard deviation. This seems to be a
reasonable suggestion, since perfect coregistration will not help
once the scene gets decorrelated. In this case, the maximum
phase bias due to mis-registration is assumed to be proportional
to the interferometric phase standard deviation φif,stdev
φbias,max = k · φif,stdev = k√
2NL
√
1− γ2
γ
(10)
with NL being the number of interferometric looks for the
intended interferogram [1], [19]. Combining (10) with (9), the
dependency on coherence cancels out
N =
12NLf
2
DC(ta)
k2
dt2. (11)
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Fig. 4. Required estimation window azimuth size Naz for the relaxed coreg-
istration requirement case with k = 0.5, corresponding to a maximum phase
bias due to azimuth mis-registration of half the interferometric phase standard
deviation (Rsamp = 6).
The arbitrary constant k has been included to allow for con-
sideration of a more stringent (k < 1) or of a more relaxed
requirement (k > 1). The azimuth estimation window size can
thus be parameterized by the number of interferometric looks,
as displayed in Fig. 4 for the case k = 0.5. At burst center,
a minimum window size of Naz = 7 has been imposed to
ensure a coregistration accuracy of 0.05 image samples for a
coherence of γ = 0.4. The necessary window size is seen to
reduce considerably in comparison with the stringent require-
ment above, especially when considering low coherence areas
and a reduced number of interferometric looks. In this case, a
typical estimation window size for TerraSAR-X would be in the
order of 360× 60 ground range resolution cells, correspond-
ing to an area on ground of approximately 800 m × 800 m
(about 420× 70 image pixels due to oversampling). Note that
this relaxed coregistration requirement may also reasonably be
adopted for stationary scenes.
C. DEM Error Induced Azimuth Mis-registration
Since displacement estimates may become locally biased by
systematic deficiencies in processing, this section addresses the
residual azimuth mis-registration error introduced by comput-
ing the warping function for nominal interferometric coreg-
istration using inaccurate terrain information. The sensitivity
analysis equations were previously established in [20]. Due to
the small orbital tube of TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1 (diameters
of 250 m and 100 m, respectively, [4]), we use the approxi-
mate formula to evaluate the azimuth mis-registration error as a
function of topographic height error Δh
Δpixtopo = sinα · cot θ ·Δh/dx (12)
where α is the horizontal orbit crossing angle, θ is the look
angle, and dx is the TOPS image azimuth sampling in meters.
α can also be expressed as a function of the along track baseline
Bl between master and slave acquisitions Bl = r sinα sin θ.
The look angles for the full-performance TerraSAR-X and
Sentinel-1 data takes lie between 19◦–50◦ and 20◦–45◦, respec-
tively, with 19◦ being the worst case. Orbit crossing angles
Fig. 5. Required DEM accuracy for precise azimuth coregistration of 1 cm
(approximately 0.001 TOPS IW azimuth sample). Nominal Sentinel-1 look
angles are between 20◦ and 45◦ and typical orbit crossing angles will be smaller
than 2e-3.
may vary considerably and would need to be computed for
each interferometric pair in order to perform a realistic sensitiv-
ity analysis. A conservative value typical for ERS/ENVISAT,
however, would be 0.025◦, corresponding to an along-track
baseline between 100 m and 300 m. To ensure an azimuth
mis-registration bias smaller than 0.0005 TOPS resolution cells
(1 resolution cell corresponds to 20 m) for the worst case
parameters, the allowable topographic height error must not
exceed 16 m, which would correspond to a DTED-2 standard
DEM (e.g., SRTM). By contrast, to ensure unbiased coher-
ence, corresponding to the then much relaxed requirement of
0.1 resolution cells, the topographic sensitivity is about 1600 m.
Relaxed consideration of topography is also possible whenever
the orbits become more parallel, up to the point where, for per-
fectly parallel orbits, the DEM has no influence upon azimuth
coregistration offsets.
Finally, the topographic height knowledge requirement, as
derived from (12) is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of look angle
θ and orbit crossing angle α. The orbit crossing angles for the
TerraSAR-X data takes of Lambert Glacier used in this study
are less than 0.002◦ and thus more than one order of magnitude
lower than the conservative assumption of 0.025◦. Therefore,
for nominal azimuth coregistration purposes, it is sufficient to
consider topographic information with an accuracy of about
100 m.
D. Adaptive Azimuth CBW Filter
Common bandwidth (CBW) filtering is usually applied to
compensate for different mean Doppler centroids and orbit
crossing angles, thus minimizing the interferometric phase
noise. The adaptive azimuth CBW filter for TOPS data dis-
cussed in this section is motivated by the fact that the Doppler
variation in azimuth along with surface displacement in along-
track causes additional spectral decorrelation between master
and slave images. The amount of azimuth spectral shift depends
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Fig. 6. Overview of the adaptive CBW filtering process, including azimuth
time–frequency diagrams of master and slave patches at various stages of the
processing.
linearly on the azimuth displacement and the individual pro-
cessed Doppler centroids as follows:
Δfshift = kT ·Δaz/vg + fmDC − fsDC + kT ·Δtacq (13)
where kT denotes the total Doppler rate as introduced in
Section II, Δaz denotes the azimuth displacement between
the master and slave patches and fmDC and fsDC are the mean
acquisition Doppler centroids for master and slave, respec-
tively. The last-term in (13) corresponds to the contribution
in terms of Doppler shift from the burst mis-synchronization
of the data acquisition, given by Δtacq . Note that burst mis-
synchronization can be properly accounted for by deramping
the slave data using the master deramping function, pro-
vided that the relative shift Δtacq has been corrected first.
Furthermore, by filtering the master and slave images to retain
only the common part of the Doppler spectra, the interfero-
metric coherence can be improved. In the context of speckle
tracking, this improvement can in turn make the ICC step more
robust, leading to more accurate estimates.
The azimuth adaptive CBW filter is applied to pairs of
patches taken from the master and slave SLCs, using displace-
ment estimates of a first iteration to offset the locations of slave
patches. The adopted implementation uses the same block size
as the offset estimation itself and a 50% block overlap to avoid
artifacts at patch edges. Fig. 6 outlines the filtering process
itself. It is important to deramp the master and slave images
using the master deramping function to ensure that the result-
ing spectra are aligned before CBW filtering. To be precise,
corresponding image regions in master and slave should be der-
amped in the same way, and it is important to note that these
might not be at the same image locations due to local move-
ment within the scene (Δaz). The deramping function for the
slave is thus obtained by interpolating the master function using
the displacement estimates already available to ensure that cor-
responding image contents are deramped in the same manner
(as opposed to corresponding image locations). Once patches
are deramped with spectra aligned as shown in the center time–
frequency plot of Fig. 6, CBW filtering consists in transforming
patches into the azimuth frequency domain and removing non-
overlapping regions of the spectra on the basis of the processed
azimuth bandwidth and the spectral shift Δfshift computed
from (13). This filtering operation is carried out after remov-
ing any azimuth spectral weighting applied by the processor for
side-lobe suppression (a joint master and slave weighting func-
tion is reapplied after CBW filtering, considering the reduced
bandwidth).
TABLE I
TERRASAR-X TOPS PARAMETERS FOR LAMBERT GLACIER
The effectiveness of the filter in practice depends on a com-
bination of two factors: 1) displacements must be sufficiently
large to cause non-negligible spectral decorrelation. For the
TerraSAR-X datasets used in this study, total spectral decor-
relation occurs at displacements of about 800 m and above. For
azimuth filtering to have an appreciable impact, displacements
between acquisitions must amount to a significant fraction of
this distance. In consequence only very fast flowing glacier
areas, like Jakobshawn in Greenland with around 10 km/year
(309 m for the 11 days repeat-cycle of TerraSAR-X) are
expected to be affected [21]. 2) Temporal decorrelation plays
a role, in that it also affects the region of CBW after filter-
ing. Significant levels of temporal decorrelation mean that little
interferometric coherence can be recovered in any way at all.
This will be further discussed with the Lambert glacier example
in Section IV.
IV. SPECKLE TRACKING RESULTS
The results presented in this section concern the evaluation of
the speckle tracking processing chain with respect to interfero-
metric TerraSAR-X TOPS data pairs acquired on descending
orbit over the Lambert glacier, Antarctica. The relevant param-
eters are summarized in Table I. The speckle tracking has been
performed in a manner similar to [7].
Fig. 7 visualizes the estimated displacements, within the
11 day interval of the May and first June acquisitions, expressed
in meters per day. The TOPS image consisting of 4 subswath
in range (horizontal) and 12 azimuth bursts (vertical) is also
shown, together with the estimated coherence after determin-
istic geometric coregistration and resampling to account for
the estimated shifts. The fastest flowing parts of the Lambert
glacier are estimated to move about 2 m/day and are located
in the second subswath. Here, the displacements occur mainly
in the along-track direction and correspond to 1.5 resolution
cells. By comparing the results obtained with subsequent inter-
ferometric pairs, the accuracy of the glacier flow estimates is
evaluated to be in the order of 4 cm/day, which is in agree-
ment with other glacier tracking results reported for Radarsat-1
data [8].
The additional steps to be applied when working with TOPS
data are the deramping before the upsampling of the complex
bursts for detection and, when the estimation is carried out iter-
atively, the adaptive CBW filtering described in Section III-D.
However, two factors may cause the adaptive CBW filtering to
be ineffective, that are small surface displacements and tempo-
ral decorrelation. 1) Even the fastest observed azimuth velocity
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Fig. 7. TerraSAR-X image of the Lambert glacier, Antarctica. (Top) SAR
magnitude, (middle top) coherence after geometric coregistration, (middle bot-
tom) coherence after speckle tracking, and estimated 2-D surface displacement,
(bottom) arrows indicating direction and magnitude of ice flow in meters
per day.
Fig. 8. Coherence improvements obtained for subswath 2 pixels, after correct-
ing the 22-day interval slave SLC image using the estimated displacements as
function of the magnitude of the applied correction.
of around 2 m/day corresponds, for the longest investigated
temporal baseline of 22 days, to a spectral decorrelation of only
around 5%. 2) Temporal decorrelation affects all parts of the
spectrum and cannot be compensated for by filtering. Sufficient
temporal decorrelation will in fact make speckle tracking inef-
fective all together, such that the measured azimuth shifts are
rather the result of feature tracking, making CBW filtering
irrelevant. The impact of temporal decorrelation is visible in
Fig. 8, which depicts the coherence improvement after coregis-
tration using the estimated range and azimuth offsets. Reliable
displacement estimates on the glacier are identified as those
for which the three investigated temporal baselines gave con-
sistent offsets (within 0.2 m/day) and some motion is taking
place (1.0 m/day or greater). The scatter plot shows, for these
reliable samples only, the coherence improvement obtained
by correcting the slave image for the estimated displacement
as a function of the displacement magnitude. A seemingly
reasonable expectation would be that correcting large dis-
placements (coregistration errors) would lead to correspond-
ingly large improvements in coherence. For velocities below
0.3 pixels/day, this is indeed seen to be the case. For larger
velocities, however, the gain in coherence quickly drops off,
indicating higher levels of decorrelation: temporal decorrela-
tion is more pronounced for parts of the glacier that move
faster. A plausible explanation for this phenomenon is that
fast-moving parts of the glacier may also experience more
acceleration or rotation, both of which cause decorrelation of
the SAR signal. Regardless of the actual physical reason, the
plot explains why accounting for TOPS specific spectral shifts
has not brought significant gains in this case.
V. COREGISTRATION FOR D-INSAR APPLICATIONS
This section discusses the TOPS specific processing steps
when D-InSAR measurements are intended for more precise
estimates of displacements in the radar line-of-sight direction.
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Fig. 9. Processing strategy for accurate coregistration of TOPS data for
D-InSAR analysis in case of nonstationary scenes.
First, the required processing steps are discussed, followed by
TerraSAR-X results from the Lambert glacier.
A. Refined Adaptive Coregistration for TOPS Data Based
on SD
For adaptively correcting the phase bias induced by local
azimuth offsets between the master and slave image, the fol-
lowing procedure is proposed (see also Fig. 9).
1) Evaluation of the estimation window size for coregistra-
tion as a function of azimuth position within the burst,
according to Section III-B.
2) Resampling the slave image with nominal coregistration
parameters derived from a DEM and assuming a stable
scene, as outlined in Section II-A taking into account the
TOPS specific signal properties.
3) Speckle tracking by ICC using a window size correspond-
ing to a sample accuracy of at least 0.1, as discussed in
Section IV.
4) Resampling the nominally coregistered slave in range
and azimuth according to the offsets obtained by speckle
tracking.
5) Refining the estimation of azimuth offsets with SD (see
details below).
6) Resampling the nominally coregistered slave image in
range and azimuth to compensate for the refined offsets
estimated with ICC and SD.
The SD estimation starts with the generation of two non-
overlapping azimuth spectral looks having a spectral separation
of Δf equal to 2/3 of the common azimuth bandwidth. This
process involves the following steps.
1) Basebanding/deramping of the full resolution master and
slave SLC images by the azimuth-variant Doppler cen-
troid function (see Section II).
2) Bandpass filtering, including the removal of the spectral
weighting applied to the full resolution data.
3) Reramping the two complex valued looks (fore and aft
looking).
4) Generation of the interferograms for both looks, followed
by oversampling of the interferograms in both dimensions
to avoid spectral aliasing in the subsequent steps. The
oversampling might be traded against slight averaging of
the individual interferograms, if a priori phase flattening
is possible.
5) Estimation of differential complex-valued interferogram
between looks and averaging considering the required
window size discussed in Section III-B. Note that this
step cancels out the topographic component and possi-
ble atmospheric phase bias for all intents and purposes,
being nearly identical in the two interferograms due to
quasi parallel orbits [6].
6) Estimation of the coregistration error Δt = φdiﬀ /
(2πΔf), φdiﬀ denoting the phase of the averaged dif-
ferential interferogram, and Δf the spectral separation
between the SD looks.
In general, the main drawback of the SD technique is that
the estimate is subject to phase wrapping errors. The maximum
motion that can be measured unambiguously is given by [11]
Δtmax = ± 1
2Δf
|Δf=2/3Ba = ±
3
4Ba
. (14)
In other words, as long as the azimuth shift is within ±0.75
resolution cells, it can be estimated unambiguously. In the pre-
sented approach, such difficulties are avoided because the ICC
coregistration has already been applied, leading to sufficiently
small residual mis-registration errors.
A computationally more efficient, but potentially less accu-
rate, alternative to the last resampling step would be to compute
the interferometric phase correction values within the burst,
depending on the estimated azimuth offset measured by SD
and the azimuth position within the burst, and apply them to
the interferometric phase or to the coregistered slave obtained
by means of ICC. At this point it is worthwhile reminding that
the computed shifts (sum of ICC and SD estimates) might be
interpreted as contributions to true line-of-sight measurements,
as will be discussed in Section V-C.
To complement the algorithmic description of the process-
ing chain above, theoretical considerations in previous sections
can be combined into a figure of merit relating the coregis-
tration uncertainty to the interferometric phase and thus to the
inferred LOS displacement. Its derivation can take into account
all relevant variations, such as coherence and azimuth posi-
tion within the burst. From (1) and (4), the interferometric
phase uncertainty due to the limited coregistration accuracy is
given as
σφbias = 2π · |fDC(t0)| ·
dx
vg
·
√
3
2N
·
√
1− γ2
πγ
. (15)
If N is determined based on the stringent requirement of
eq. (9), the interferometric phase variance becomes indepen-
dent on coherence, whereas if N is estimated based on the
relaxed requirement of eq. (11), it becomes independent of the
azimuth position within the burst (except for the influence of
the Naz,min requirement).
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Fig. 10. TerraSAR-X TOPS interferometric phase of three bursts after coreg-
istration with ICC/speckle tracking (top) and improved result after using SD
(bottom). Phase discontinuities at burst edges are removed.
B. Real Data Example
The interferometric phase of the first three bursts of subswath
4 of the TerraSAR-X data pair of the Lambert glacier used
in Section IV is shown in Fig. 10. The top image is obtained
as a result of nominal coregistration (assuming a stationary
scene) and subsequent speckle tracking by ICC to account
for the glacier motion. No DEM was used for processing this
data set. Therefore, the topographic phase and fringes due to
glacier movement cannot be distinguished. Nevertheless, obvi-
ous phase discontinuities at burst edges clearly show that the
coregistration by means of speckle tracking is not sufficiently
accurate. The situation improves after SD has been used to
refine the estimated azimuth shifts. Fig. 11 represents a more
detailed analysis of this comparison for the third subswath.
A coherence threshold of 0.4 was applied and invalid regions
appear in black. The relaxed requirement according to (11) was
used to determine the dimensions of the averaging window for
the SD estimates, with NL = 17. A threshold of Naz,min = 36
samples was adopted to comply with the coregistration require-
ment of 0.01 samples. According to Fig. 4, the estimation
window size increases to 57 samples toward the burst edge.
Fig. 11. Results for the third subswath: interferometric phase after flattening
with DEM and coregistration with SD (top left), estimated azimuth offsets
(scaled from −20 m to +10 m) (top right) difference of local azimuth offsets
(scaled ±0.1 resolution cells) (bottom left), and phase difference between same
acquisition slave images coregistrered to the master by ICC and by ICC+SD
(scaled ±π/2) (bottom right).
One can notice spatially localized differences in the offset esti-
mates of ICC and SD in the order of up to 0.1 samples. This
is most likely due to interpolation artifacts in the ICC val-
ues close to incoherent areas and at the burst edges. These
are the locations where one would expect differences in the
interferometric phase. These are best visualized when comput-
ing the differential phase between the coregistred slaves using:
1) the speckle tracking offsets only and 2) the refined estimates
provided by SD. As expected, the differential phase is more
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sensitive to azimuth coregistration offset differences at the
burst edges, whereas it cancels at the center of each burst,
as can be easily recognized in Fig. 11 (bottom right). This
analysis, in combination with Fig. 10, confirms the theoretical
expectation that SD is more accurate than ICC. It also vali-
dates the proposed processing approach and demonstrates that
D-InSAR measurements are possible with TOPS data, if prop-
erly handled.
C. Phase Discontinuities Reinterpreted
From the relaxed case discussed in Section III-B and used
for the above analysis, it is clear that it is not possible to reach
a sufficient accuracy in the coregistration considering the same
number of samples for coregistration and interferometric phase
averaging. As soon as the target is located at some distance
from the burst center, the required window for azimuth shift
estimation (N ) is definitely larger than the window (NL) used
for estimating the InSAR phase.
This means that the two operations cannot be performed
at the same scale. Still, it is possible to estimate and correct
for (spatially) low-pass azimuth shift components, for which a
large number of samples can be averaged. In a sense, this is the
spirit of the ESD technique [6], which is able to correct for a
rigid shift between the images, e.g., the shift caused by orbit
timing inaccuracies. With this compensation, the residual bias
affecting the interferometric phase will be negligible.
For long data takes, as foreseen to be acquired by Sentinel-1,
it might be necessary to estimate not only a rigid shift but
also a slowly varying component along azimuth. This estimate
would collect all contributions, both those generated by the
instrument/platform (i.e., clock drifts, orbit errors) and those
that have a geophysical nature (e.g., solid Earth’s tides). After
a global or low-pass azimuth shift coregistration, the interfer-
ogram may still have phase contributions ascribable to local
azimuth shifts and—locally—even clear phase discontinuities
between bursts. However, such phase discontinuities are phys-
ical and should not be considered as a disturbance. They can
be reinterpreted considering that in TOPS imaging, the line of
sight geometry varies linearly with azimuth, and in particular,
it jumps abruptly at burst edges [22]. Therefore, when surface
motion does not occur in the zero-Doppler plane, there will be
phase discontinuities if the line of sight changes abruptly, as
occurs at burst edges. Even if the jumps could look aestheti-
cally unpleasant, they should be treated as information and not
as disturbance. Some applications could even benefit from hav-
ing two distinct lines of sight in regions of burst overlap, which
can give additional constraints to the geophysical deformation
models.
Here, it maybe worth noting that such discontinuities are
present also in ScanSAR interferograms, where they are just
less visible due to the reduced Doppler excursion. They will
also be not visible in TOPS interferograms for small motions or
motions limited to the zero-Doppler plane, like subsidence.
Phase unwrapping across burst edges, however, might be
a serious issue in case of local azimuth motion. We propose
here two ways on how to proceed. One could apply a local
coregistration in order to eliminate phase jumps (and recover
coherence). The interferometric phase quality will be lim-
ited after local coregistration, but the elimination of the dis-
continuities will make phase unwrapping easier. After phase
unwrapping, the phase that was implicitly subtracted in the
coregistration step can be added back to the interferogram,
recovering the full interferometric quality for the unwrapped
phase. This is the rationale for the approach described in
Section V-A. Alternatively, one could unwrap the interfero-
gram burst by burst and finally recover the absolute phase with
radargrammetry applied to each burst.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has addressed the issues involved in the process-
ing of nonstationary interferometric SAR acquisitions in TOPS
mode, which is the main operational mode on Sentinel-1. The
suggested methodology can be applied not only for glacier flow
estimation but also for measuring of slip motion in seismi-
cally active areas. For the purpose of this study, interferometric
TOPS pairs were acquired with the TerraSAR-X sensor over the
Lambert glacier, Antarctica. These datasets were used as the
basis for demonstrating the estimation of the glacier velocity
field using speckle tracking by means of ICC. A conventional
patch-based cross correlation approach, as commonly applied
to stripmap data, was shown to be suitable also for TOPS data,
provided that the azimuth-variant Doppler centroid is consid-
ered when oversampling the master and slave patches before
detection. On the other hand, the adaptive azimuth CBW fil-
ter developed herein specifically for TOPS mode data pairs has
shown an almost negligible performance improvement, mainly
due to the fact that regions of high glacier velocity are usually
also subject to considerable geometrical decorrelation due to
rotation or acceleration. The proposed filtering approach could,
however, become relevant in scenarios where large azimuth
displacements occur without the aforementioned geometrical
and temporal effects and an improvement in the interferomet-
ric coherence would lead to more reliable motion estimates.
The probably more relevant contribution of this work is related
to the specific precautions when using D-InSAR techniques,
especially if the motion is small. Due to the large azimuth
variation in the Doppler centroid along each TOPS burst, spe-
cial care needs to be taken to avoid artifacts in the differential
interferometric phase, especially at burst edges. A methodol-
ogy has been proposed to estimate more accurately the 2-D
surface displacement map based on SD, thus avoiding phase
discontinuities at burst edges. The key result is the definition
of an estimation window size as a function of the azimuth
position within the burst, but independent of coherence. This
results in a critical trade-off between phase accuracy and spa-
tial resolution of the estimation. Depending on the specifics
of the surface motion to be estimated and the interferomet-
ric coherence, small scale details are potentially lost, unless
the interferometric phase is reinterpreted taking into account
the variable azimuth beam angle dependent line-of-sight along
each burst. Cross-checks with different pairs of the investi-
gated glacier scenario have shown encouraging and consistent
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results, but the presence of large accelerations and/or rotations
in the scene make the interpretability of the differential phase
difficult. In this sense, the analysis of 3-D surface motion, as
caused by crustal deformation after seismic events, would be
more suited in order to fully evaluate the proposed methodol-
ogy. Suitable interferometric pairs covering co-seismic events
are expected to be available more often once systematic and
routine Sentinel-1 TOPS acquisitions become operational.
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